Abstract. The evolution of communication networks has made network system increasingly enormous and complex in recent years. Inter-cell interference (ICI) in the denser network will degrade the throughput and affect the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio in the Long Term Evolution (LTE) network. Assigning the Physical Cell ID (PCI) to cells in a proper way is effective to reduce ICI in the downlink network. In this work, the aim is to consider PCI collision, confusion and Reference Signal Collision (CRS) between neighbor cells comprehensively. For the purpose, a local search algorithm is proposed and its time complexity is O(Km 3 n 3 ) in the worst case. Compared with the random plan, numerical results of simulation experiment demonstrate the effectiveness and advantage of local search.
Introduction
With the explosive increase of base station (BS) and user equipment (UE), the wireless network has become more heterogeneous and denser [1] , [2] . The complexity of the network stress the pressure for operators and engineers to manage and maintain. The Long Term Evolution (LTE) network introduced by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) provides a series standard to improve the network throughput and meet the massive data demand [3] , [4] . Self-optimization is the well-known mechanism to manage and maintain the wireless network [5] .
Physical Cell ID (PCI) planning is an effective self-optimization way to enhance the throughput under the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) [6] . PCI is a significant parameter in the downlink network and the special construction combined by the Primary Synchronization Signal (PSS) and the Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS) limits the number of PCI to 504 [7] . The PCI with limited amount assigned to the massive cells in an improper way will cause the increase of the Inter-cell inference (ICI) and the deterioration of communication quality. Therefore, PCI planning must be carefully to guarantee the PCI collision, confusion and Reference Signal Collision (CRS) free [8] .
Present researches investigated below have provided numbers of contributions on PCI planning problem. A centralized automatic PCI configuration scheme for femtocell networks to avoid the PCI conflict and confusion [9] . Moreover, the researchers purposed an intelligent genetic algorithm in [10] to reduce the PCI mod three interference. Moreover, in order to optimize the PCI reuse distance and decrease the collision, confusion and multiplexing interference of Self Organizing Network (SON), researchers in [11] presented a combined MST-Graph coloring algorithm.
In this work, we consider the PCI conflict, confusion and CRS between neighbor cells comprehensively. For this purpose, we present quantitative measures for these three scenarios and design a local search algorithm with O(Km 3 n 3 ) time complexity. Moreover, the proposed algorithm with different weights is scalable for meeting different demand in the actual PCI planning scenario.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The quantitative measures of PCI conflict, confusion and CRS are provided in Sec. II. The local search algorithm is presented and its time complexity is analyzed in Sec. III. Ultimately, the simulation results and numerical analysis are presented in Sec. IV.
Problem Formulation

PCI Definition
As an important parameter in the physical layer of downlink network, PCI has limited 504 value and each of them are indicated by SSS and PSS respectively. The calculation is given as [12] :
(1) where the SSS value ranges from 0 to 167 and PSS value ranges from 0 to 2. Therefore, the minimum of PCI value is 0 while the maximum is 503.
PCI Planning Scenario
Assigning the limited PCI to the massive cells in the wireless network inevitably results in PCI reusing. However, the improper assignment of PCI will increase remarkable interference between neighbor cells and further affect the network quality. In order to reduce the ICI, the automatic configuration of PCI should guarantee the requirements of collision, confusion and CRS free. PCI confusion exists if some cells have two neighbor cells with same frequency and same PCI, illustrated in Figure 2 . The handover of UE current served in the public region will be confused because UE hardly distinguishes the signals from other cells with the same PCI and frequency. Specifically, the current served cells can be assigned an arbitrary PCI, namely, the PCI A is not required in the Figure2.
PCI CRS exists if two neighbor cells are assigned the same PSS and shared the same frequency, illustrated in Figure 3 . The CRS will lead to the decrease of the received signal quality and the decline of Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR), which has a serious impact on the assessment of cell quality indicator (CQI).
Therefore, PCI planning should consider the three scenarios comprehensively. In order to give quantitative measures of them, the mathematical description based on the graph theory will be presented as follows.
Mathematical Description
The downlink network with n cells and m distributable PCIs can be mapped as an unweight digraph G = (V, E) , where the node number of G is n and the arc e(i, j) between node i and j represents the neighbor relationship between cell i and j exists and they are shared the same frequency in the live network.
The adjacency matrix of G is denoted by A = [a ij ] n*n and a ij = 1 if the arc e(i, j) exists. Let binary variable x ij denote the indicator function of PCI assignment between neighbor cells. Then x ij = 1 represents the node i and j are assigned the same PCI. Therefore, the effect of PCI collision between cell i and j can be described as F 1 (i, j) = a ij x ij . Clearly, the total effect of PCI collision of cell i is formed as F 1 (i) = ∑ j F 1 (i, j) = ∑ j a ij x ij . Totally, the PCI collision in the whole network is 
where the calculation of matrix B because PCI confusion exists between two different cells. Then the diagonal elements of matrix B are all zero. Similarly, the PCI confusion in the whole network is
4) For PCI CRS, let binary variable y ij denote the indicator function of PSS assignment between neighbor cells. Then y ij = 1 represents the node i and j are assigned the same PSS. Similarly, the PCI CRS in the whole network is
(5) Totally, to consider the three scenarios comprehensively, the sum of weight is used to the calculation. Then the total effect of the three scenarios in the whole network is
Algorithm
As the PCI planning definition described above, the total effect of cell i, F(i) is determined by the neighbors when cell i is master and cells sharing the public masters cell with neighbor i, which are called conjugate neighbors in this article. Therefore, we collect the neighbors and conjugate neighbors of i and itself as a whole set, which is called i's effective set. The total effect of i can be expressed as effective set.
′′ ∈ ′′ ( ′′ ) (7) where i' is the cell in neighbors set of i remarked as N'(i') and i'' is the cell in conjugate neighbors set of i remarked as N'' (i''). In addition, N'(i') and N'' (i'') consist of the non-zero elements' indexes in i'th row of matrix A and B, respectively.
So the basic idea is to improve cell i* whose total ICIs G(i*) is maximal in the n nodes by reduce its total effect as much as possible. G(i*) will be changed again when its neighbors or conjugate neighbors are reallocated new PCIs. This may deteriorate the effects of total cells which has been optimized, so we will not change the PCIs of cells i*', i*'' after cell i* are adjusted in this turn. Through improve the value of worst cell i* whose G(i*) is biggest continually, a better solution will be approached in this iteration. The specific algorithm flow is illustrated as below.
The time complexity of Local Search depends on initial value determination and the biggest iterations. Firstly, we will improve the objective function at most K times in the loop of κ and improve at most n cells in the loop of Ω's judgment. The computational process of F will cost O(m 2 n 2 ) time and the calculation of G with F through vector and matrix multiplication will cost O(n) time. The selection phase of cell i* and PCI value k* will respectively cost O(n) and O(m) time. The selection phase of PCI value also needs the computation of F and G. As for the update phase, its time complexity is at most O(n). Hence, the total time complexity of local search is at most O(Kn(m 2 n 2 + n + n + m(m 2 n 2 + n) + m + n)) = O(Km 3 n 3 ) in the worst case.
Performance Simulation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm described as above, numbers of simulation experiments implemented by MATLAB are presented in this section. Without loss of generality, the cell number ranges from 0 to 500 and the PCI number ranges from 0 to 60. Compared with the random plan, the improvement ratio is calculated. Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the relationship between the improvement ratio and cell number and PCI number. All experiments are proved that the improvement of local search is obvious and the decline of PCI conflict is most. Moreover, the detail PCI allocation scheme with 30 PCIs and 100 cells is clearly illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, the comprehensive mathematical description based on the adjacency matrix for PCI conflict, confusion and CRS is presented for PCI planning in the downlink network. Then a local search algorithm is proposed to reduce the total effect of the three scenarios and its time complexity is O(Km 3 n 3 ). Numbers of experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of local search compared with the random plan. Moreover, the detail PCI planning scheme is visually displayed.
